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First, there is a proper definition of a canonical morphism for a given principal 
G bundle over some smooth manifold. A complete description is given of all 
canonical morphisms attached to the linear frame bundle (which involves frames 
having first-order contact with the manifold). Second, the Lie derivative is 
shown to be a canonical morphism for the quadratic frame bundle (this com- 
prises frames with second-order contact). As a practical application, one obtains 
an explicit, coordinate-free description of the Lie derivative on any tensor 
bundle. Simultaneously, there appears a natural method of generating connec- 
tions on any tensor bundle from a given connection on the tangent bundle. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Klein’s program of geometry, the objective was to study those properties 
of a space which are preserved under a chosen group of motions. The infinites- 
imal version of this program concerns a manifold M upon which a group of 
motions G, has been selected for each tangent plane T,(M). The entire collec- 
tion of these groups {G,: p E M} can be endowed with a differentiable structure, 
and then it is known as a principal G bundle. The original objective now becomes 
the description of those quantities which are invariant under the action of the 
principal bundle. In the present circumstance, such a quantity will be called 
a canonical morphism. 
When the principal bundle involves frames having first-order contact with 
the manifold, these canonical morphisms are quite well understood. But when 
the principal bundle involves frames having higher-order contact, there is still 
much to be learned about such invariant morphisms. Reference [6] contains 
a preliminary version of these ideas, where the morphisms were called canonical 
differential operators. The present work will attempt to place this concept 
in its proper perspective: first, by clarifying its close relationship to the theory 
of principal bundles; second, by exhibiting the Lie derivative as such a canonical 
morphism with respect to frames of second-order contact. One may take 
advantage of this canonical nature to obtain a practical consequence; namely, 
an explicit method for calculating a coordinate-free formula for the Lie derivative 
on any tensor bundle. 
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1. CANONICAL MORPHISMS 
Over a smooth manifold M, a principal G bundle f: P -7 M must satisfy 
three properties [7], 
(i) TK P-t M is a fiber bundle with the Lie group G as the model fiber. 
(ii) There is a smooth, injective right representation of G in the auto- 
morphism group of the smooth manifold P; we denote it by R: G + Aut(P). 
(iii) Each point x E M possesses an open neighborhood U over which 
the bundle P is trivialized by means of some right G morphism P, 2 U x G. 
Suppose that some manifold V is regarded as a G module via the left repre- 
sentation p: G + Aut I’. We may construct a right representation on the product 
space P X V, specifically, 
PxV-tPxV, 
(P, 4 A.. (P . RA > P? * 4 for each A E G. 
The quotient space under this action is actually a fiber bundle with model fiber 
isomorphic to the manifold V. This bundle is usually denoted by E,(V) = 
P XG v. 
We shall be concerned with bundle morphisms B: t(V) -+ f(W) between 
some pair of fiber bundles &(V) and &( IV), which are associated to the same 
principal G bundle. It is well known [5] that such a bundle morphism B corre- 
sponds to a unique right G morphism 0: P--f Hom( V, IV) which satisfies the 
following equation, for any p E P and any A E G, 
e(p . RA) = ‘ii1 o e(P) ’ PA . 
In order to define a canonical morphism, we focus attention upon the maps 
from V to W which intertwine the representations p: G -+ Aut V and r]: G + 
Aut W, e.g., 
II(V,W)S{K:V-+W:KO~, =?,oK,foreachA~G}. (l-1) 
DEFINITION. C: t,(V) --+ f,(W) is a canonical morphism whenever its 
associated G map B: P---f Hom( F’, IV) can be expressed as the composition 
0 = wl?on, where 
(i) n: P-F M is the principal bundle projection, 
(ii) R: M + II( V, W) is a smooth map, 
(iii) L: II( V, W) -+ Hom( V, W) is the obvious injection. 
Occasionally, it will be useful to discuss a closely allied notion. Given a 
single fiber bundle E,(V), any smooth cross section f: M--t t,(V) lifts to a 
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unique G-morphism 6,: P -+ V. If the values of this map are invariant under 
the action of G upon the target space V, then one shows that 0, factors through 
the base manifold; e.g., 
9,: P-GM-5 v. 
In this situation, we shall say that the original f is a canonical cross section of 
fQ(V). It should be noted that, at least in the category of vector bundles, the 
ideas of canonical sections and canonical morphisms are equivalent. Both 
bundles t,,(V) and f,(W) are then built upon model fibers V and W which are 
vector spaces, while the ,representations p and rf are Iinear. Now there is a 
natural isomorphism L: V* @ W+ Hom( V, W) which carries a “matrix” 
into its “linear transformation.” Moreover, it intertwines the induced repre- 
sentation p* @ q upon V* @ W with the adjoint representation on Hom( V, W). 
The latter is given by 
Ad,: Hom(V, W) -+ Hom(V, W), 
N .+.+ lA 0 N 0 ,o;‘. 
Passing to the bundle level, this allows one to identify canonical sections 
Q E CQ[f( V* @ W)] with canonical morphisms 2: &b(V) -+ f,,(W). 
To what extent does a canonical morphism differ from an arbitrary bundle 
morphism B: t,,(V)+ f,,(W)? I n most practical cases, the introduction of a 
local coordinate patch U, in the base manifold M is accompanied by a specific 
local section F, of the principal bundle. This local frame F, E Cm( U, , P) induces 
coordinates in the fibers of the bundles f( V)Iu, and f( W)lua, and the bundle 
morphism B is represented by some matrix-valued map: 
OBoFa: U,--+Hom(V, W). 
In general, this local matrix function depends upon both the choice of coordinates 
17, in M and the choice of frame F, in P. But suppose that we repeat this process 
in the case of a canonical morphism C: &b(V) --+ .&(W). Its local matrix function 
&OF,(X) =K( ) d x re uces to some intertwining operator. Over the intersection 
U, n Us of two coordinate patches, the local matrix functions are related by 
means of the G action; e.g., 
But this is simply the identity K(X) = K(X). In other words, all the local presen- 
tations of a canonical morphism are the same, regardless of coordinates in the 
base manifold and frames in the fiber bundles. 
Most familiar canonical morphisms are related to the tangent bundle Z’(M). 
Here, the correct principal bundle is constructed from the Leibniz class J in 
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the Czech cohomology group F(M, GZ(m)). Choose an atlas (U,} for the 
manifold M, where the local coordinate in each U, is prescribed by y,(p) = 
w,..., xBm). Then the Leibniz class is represented by the one-cocycle in 
@(Urn n U, , G@)), which is simply the (m x m) Jacobian matrix of first 
partial derivatives, 
U-2) 
The usual chain rule means that Jay = J$ o Ja@ over U, n U, n U,, ; hence 
we actually have a one-cocyle. In a standard manner [4, 51, we may construct 
a smooth principal GZ(m) bundle from this cocycle. 
DEFINITION. The linear frame bundle .F is that principal bundle with 
groupfiber GZ(m) which arises from the Leibniz class given in Eq. (1.2). 
DEFINITION. A tensor bundle is any bundle EM = FO( V) associated to the 
linear frame bundle F by some left representation p: GZ(m) -+ GZ( V) over a 
finite-dimensional vector space V. 
Every one of the finite-dimensional factors in the full tensor algebra over W” 
carries a natural representation of GZ(m) [9]. Among the many resultant vector 
bundles, it is relatively easy to find at least three examples of canonical mor- 
phisms. 
EXAMPLE 1. The tangent bundle T(M) is associated to 9 via the identity 
representation; and the cotangent bundle T*(M) is associated by means of the 
dual representation. The latter converts a linear map to its transposed inverse, 
I.e., 
q*: GZ(m) + GZ(m), 
A - (A-‘)t. 
The identity map id: TM ---f T, corresponds to a canonical section in (T* @ T),,, 
which is given by the Kronecker delta S,j in the model fiber (W)* @ [Wm. 
EXAMPLE 2. The alternating power A”T(M) is associated to 9 by the 
naturally induced representation of GZ(m) upon the Kth factor nk(l.P) of the 
Grassman algebra. This action is completely determined by its behavior on 
decomposable elements 
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The density bundle 9, is associated to 9 through the following representation 
upon the real line, 
GZ(m) -+ GZ(R) gg R”, 
A - (det A)-” for fixed s E [w. 
Note that both spaces A”(W) and Sz-,( rW) are one dimensional and their repre- 
sentations are identical. Hence the identity map Am(iRm) + &,(Iw) yields an 
invariant element E, in (AmUP)* @Q&F!). Cl assically this was known as the 
unit covariant m-vector of weight -1. 
EXAMPLE 3. In exactly the same manner, we demonstrate that A”T*(M) 
and Q,(M) are canonically isomorphic. On the level of model fibers, the map 
is represented by an invariant element E‘ in Am(UP) @ Q&R) which also has a 
classical name, the unit contravariant m-vector of weight + 1. 
The fundamental theorem of algebraic invariants [2] states that these three 
objects are essentially the only canonical ones. More precisely, this theorem 
contends that every invariant object in the full tensor algebra of IFP must be 
found in the subalgebra generated by the Kronecker delta Grcj, the unit covariant 
m-vector cI of weight - 1, and the unit contravariant m-vector eL of weight + 1. 
Returning to the tensor bundles, one thereby has a complete understanding 
of the set of canonical morphisms for the linear frame bundle 9. In particular, 
we deduce the following corollary. 
Fact. If E is a tensor bundle, then its canonical sections form a finite- 
dimensional submodule in Cm(EIM) over the ring of smooth functions. 
2. THE QUADRATIC FRAME BUNDLE 
If the only possible canonical morphisms were those attached to the linear 
frame bundle, then the theory would be most uninteresting indeed. Fortunately, 
other principal bundles possess nontrivial canonical morphisms. These are 
the “higher-order” frame bundles that underlie the theory of jets. Consequently, 
we shall study those invariant algebraic relations which are inherent in higher- 
order Taylor expansions, e.g., “differential invariants.” 
Let GP(m) be that subgroup of GZ(UP + l!P @ UP) which consists of the 
matrices of the form 
A B 
[I 1 -___ 9 (2.1) 0 ABA 
where A is an m x m matrix and B is an m x m2 matrix. If the smooth manifold 
M has dimension m, then there is a very natural element in the Czech cohomol- 
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ogy group H1(M, GP(m)). Select an atlas { iYe} where the coordinates are given 
by V,(P) = (x,1,..., x~~). We form a smooth one-cocycle in P( U, n U, , 
GP(m)) given by the matrix with components 
This actually provides a cocycle because the transformation laws for second 
derivatives agree with the particular group law enjoyed by GP(m). By ignoring 
symmetries, both satisfy the equations, 
Using this one-cocycle, it is possible to construct a principal bundle by the 
usual method [4, 51. 
DEFINITION. The quadratic frame bundle Q is that principal bundle with 
group fiber GP(m) which is constructed via the Czech cohomology class 
defined in Eq. (2.2). 
There is a relatively easy method for creating vector bundles associated to the 
quadratic frame bundle. One employs the surjective group homomorphism 
GZ(l)(m) + GZ(m). 
A B 
[I 1 -___ -A. 0 A@A 
This lifts any (tensor) representation of GZ(m) to some induced representation 
of GZo)(m). Then every one of the tensor bundles can be associated to the 
quadratic frame bundle. 
As another example, we study the first jet bundle JJ3 associated to some 
tensor bundle E,,,, . More specifically, let EM be created from the linear frame 
bundle 9 by the left representation p: GZ(m) -+ GZ V. Given a coordinate atlas 
(U,} for manifold M, we construct cocycle 
Then any section w E P(M, E) can be represented by zero-cochain 
w, E Cm( U, , V) satisfying 
d’ = H,B(w”) over U, n U, . 
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The transition rules for JIE are calculated by simply differentiating this last 
equation in local coordinates. But to circumvent the awkwardness of the resulting 
formulas, and focus on their more manageable aspects, we adopt the following 
procedure. 
Claim. To any smooth cocycle H,o E Cz( UU n U, , Gl V), there is naturally 
associated a smooth cochain 
dHaB E Cm( U, n U, , T* @ Horn V). (2.4) 
Proof. The cocyle H,B induces a map of the tangent bundles 
(HUB).+: T(U, n U,) + T(GZ V). 
If the vector space V has dimension n, then any frame for it induces an isomor- 
phism F: V* @ V+ W”. This will embed the abstract Lie group GI( V) into 
W2 as an open subset, and subsequently yield a trivialization of the tangent 
bundle 
T(GlV) -% G1( V) x R”* IdXF-l Gl( V) x (V* @ V). 
The composition (id x F-l) 0 F, 0 H,“* , projected onto the second factor, will 
yield a map T(U, n U,) -+ V* @ V. By duality, this corresponds to some 
section in C5(Uo n U, , T* @ Horn V), which is precisely the required dH,S. 
If {er )..., e,> is the frame in V, and (xl,..., P) is some local coordinate in U, , 
we calculate that 
H,B = ZH,‘(x) e, @ e*S; dH/=+ (x) e, @ e*s 6 dxj. 
The jet bundle JIE is so constructed [8] that it comes equipped with a natural 
differential operator 
A: Cm(&) + Ca(J&d 
For a given section w E C”(E,), the new section jr(u) E Cm( J,E) can be repre- 
sented by cochain 
(jlw)” = (wa, dwa) E CD(Ci , V + T* @ V). (2.5) 
Introduce a frame into V and local coordinates in U, ; then by carrying through 
the obvious differentiation, one verifies that the cochain (&w>” satisfies 
dwfi = dHuB(wa) + l?/(dw”) over U, n U, , 
(2.6) 
where dH,B: V -+ T* @ V was defined in the previous claim, and A B = m 
id @ H,o: T* @ V - T* @ V is the usual tensor map. 
607/34!r-7 
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Note that these equations have suppressed the transition rule of the bundle 
T$. If one were to include this information, and make judicious use of the 
chain rule, it would be possible to demonstrate that JIE is associated to the 
quadratic frame bundle by some representation of GP(lw”) upon the vector 
space V + (LIP)* @ I’. 
On the level of model fibers, consider the exact sequence of vector spaces 
where the first map is inclusion and second is projection. On the level of cochains, 
this diagram induces another exact sequence, 
Recall that each of the bundles T* @ E, J,E, and E have been associated to the 
quadratic frame bundle. An examination of the transition rules (2.6) for JIE 
will reveal that the maps L, and na intertwine the representations of GW(m) 
on the three respective model fibers. By our canonical machinery, we may 
automatically lift everything to the level of vector bundles and establish the 
existence of a corresponding short exact sequence 
O+ T*@EL JIE%E+O. (2.7) 
This is commonly called the first jet sequence, and we have just proved that 
it is canonical over the quadratic frame bundle. 
One natural question to ask is whether or not the first jet sequence can be 
split in the smooth category. Arguing by means of a partition of unity, one 
can demonstrated that many such smooth splittings actually do exist. The 
maps which accomplish this are usually called connections. However, we shall 
demonstrate that none of them can be canonical over the quadratic frame 
bundle. More formally, a connection for the vector bundle E,,, is a morphism 
C: E -+ JIE such that n 0 C = ids ; e.g., 
,C 
O-+ T*@EA J,E”tE+O. 
Relative to some coordinate atlas {U,}, such a map is represented by a cochain 
Co E Cm( U, , T* @ Horn V). In view of the transition rules for J,E, the ele- 
ments of this cochain must satisfy the rule 
CB = I&B . C= . Hoa - &B . dHBa over U, n U, . G-8) 
As usual, the behavior of T* has been suppressed. The first term exhibits the 
adjoint action of Gl V on the second factor of T* @ Horn V. The second term 
may be interpreted as a map 
dHf 
V-----+ T* @ V id@Hfla - T* @ V. 
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This second term will produce some interesting geometric consequences. By 
differentiation of the cocycle rule Hya = HBa o H,,e (which is valid over U, n 
U, n U,,), it is possible to conclude that 
H,,a . dH,v = Ho’(Ho,edHB”) H,B + H,y . dH,e. (2.9) 
Therefore, the quantities HeadHa E P(U, n Us , T* @ Horn V) actually 
represent an additive one-cocycle in the Czech cohomology group 
Hl(M, TX @ Horn E). In less fancy language, Eq. (2.9) ensures that the 
transition rules for a connection are compatible over the triple intersection 
U, n U, n U, # 0. This means that we can construct an affine bundle over 
the manifold M. 
Claim. If E,,,, is a vector bundle associated to the linear frame bundle 9, 
then there exists an affine bundle Conn(E,), 
(i) whose model space is (FP)* @ Horn V, , 
(ii) which is associated to the quadratic frame bundle by the representa- 
tion of GP(m) given in Eq. (2.8), 
(iii) and whose smooth sections serve as connections for E, . 
We can now rephrase the previous contention concerning the lack of canonical 
splittings for the first jet sequence. 
PROPOSITION. None of the smooth sections of the bundle Conn(E,) are canonica2 
oeer the quadratic frame bundle. 
Proof. The problem amounts to finding some point C in the model space 
(UP)* @ Horn V which is invariant under the corresponding representation 
of GP(m). In other words, for all JOB E GZ(m) we must have 
C = (Jae @ HmO) . (C . H,& - dH& 
In particular, this must hold for coordinate transformations of the base manifold 
M which are linear. The Jacobian matrix Jd5 of such a transformation must 
obey dJ=e = 0. Consequently the chain rule shows that H,B = p( J=e) also 
satisfies dH,B = 0. In this case, the intertwining rule becomes 
C = [JaB 0 ,4Je6)I * C . P(JA 
The fundamental theorem of algebraic invariants now applies to this tensorial 
rule; the result is that our object C must be identically zero. 
On the other hand, we can return to the original intertwining rule. Notice 
that as soon as one chooses a cocycle H,= whose dHBa is nonzero (which can 
certainly be done), it is impossible for the choice C = 0 to ever be invariant 
under the action of GP)(m). In other words, there can never be canonical 
sections for Conn(E,). 
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In the next section we shall study positive results about canonical morphisms 
over the quadratic frame bundle. To facilitate that process, we conclude the 
present section by describing some well-known results in a language that will 
be convenient for later arguments. 
Any splitting of the first jet sequence on the right-hand side by connection C 
will necessarily involve a splitting on the left-hand side. This is provided by the 
vector bundle morphism 0 = t-l(id - C 0 v); diagrammatically, 
,e -c 
O+ T*@EL]lE%E+O. 
The map 6’ is the total symbol of a first-order differential operator which we 
denote by the same letter 
0: C*(E) + Cm( T” @ E). 
It is usually termed the covariant derivative and enjoys the property that its 
top symbol is 0 0 L = id,,,, . 
Later it will be useful to describe the behavior of this covariant derivative in 
the language of cocycles. With respect to coordinate atlas {U,}, let us represent 
the section w in Cm(E) by the cochain w”: E C”(U~ , I’). Then the section O(w) 
in F(E) is represented by a cochain 
(ewp = dw” - cqw”) in Cm(U, , V). (2.10) 
By dualizing the first jet sequence and tensoring by an additional factor of E, 
we arrive at another canonical sequence 
O+E*@E%]JIE*@E~T@E*@E-tO. (2.11) 
Any smooth section of the middle bundle can be viewed as the total symbol of 
some first-order differential operator P: Cm(E) + Cm(E). Thus the first map x 
simply reinterpretes a bundle morphism B: E -+ E as a zero-order differential 
operator. And the second map u carries a first-order operator into its top symbol. 
Any covariant derivative 0 on EM will induce a splitting of this sequence by 
the induced morphism 
8*:T@HomE-+J,E*@E. 
In subsequent discussion, we shall study the differential operator Ox = 
0*(X @ idE) where X is some vector field. Recalling the equation 0 0 L = id,,,, , 
one can show that in the level of cochains, this operator 0, transforms the 
cochain OF E P( U, , I’) into the cochain 
in CK( U, , V). (2.12) 
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3. THE LIE DERIVATIVE 
Recall that in the previous section, we developed the canonical exact sequence 
(2.11) for first-order differential operators. As the bundle E* @ E contains 
the identity section id,, we define the (canonical) injection, 
T--tT@E*@E, 
X -+ X @ id, . 
(3.1) 
To pose a question: By restricting ourselves to the first jets of the vector field 
X, can we canonically determine a first-order operator in J,E* @ E whose top 
symbol is precisely X @ id,? The answer is affirmative, and the solution 
naturally leads to the Lie derivative. 
THEOREM. Let E be some tensor bundle associated to the linear frame bundle .F, 
then there exists a vector bundle morphism 
(i) which is canonical over the quadratic frame bundle Q 
(ii) and for each vector field A’, the top svmbol of 2x is the natural one, 
~(2~) = X @ idc . 
Step 1. Suppose, hypothetically, that morphism CD: JIT + J,E* @ E were 
canonical over quadratic frame bundle. How much can we determine about its 
structure ? As the jet sequences are canonical, we insert any such morphism @ 
into the diagram 
0-tE*@EL J,E*@E~T@E*@E-0 
t 
4 
0-t T* @ T”- JIT J-T -- 0. (3.2) 
If Q, were canonical, then the composition a 0 @ 0 L: T* @ T -+ T @ E* @ E 
would also be canonical (over the linear frame bundle now). Since the number 
of factors of T& and TM which appear here are unequal; the fundamental 
theorem of algebraic invariants dictates that the only possible choice is 
UOy5OL =o. 
As this composite is zero, standard algebraic ideas show that @ induces a 
canonical map 
@I:T+T@E*@E (3.3) 
that satisfies the relation D o @ = @r 0 rr. Since we want the symbol of @ to be 
the canonical injection, we may select @JX) = X @ id, immediately. Other- 
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wise, note that @r can be chosen from a finite dimensional module of canonical 
maps from T into T* @ E* @ E. 
We again apply the fact that cr o @ 0 L = 0. The exactness of the upper 
sequence shows that image (@ 0 L) lies in image (x). Since x is injective, we 
induce another canonical map 
cD,:T*@T-tE*@E. (3.4) 
As before, there is a finite-dimensional module from which 45, may be chosen. 
Our objective will be to make this selection in a manner which insures that the 
original @ is canonical too. 
Step 2. To guide our decisions, we investigate the extent to which any 
such @ must depend upon connections in T,,,, and EM. In particular, such 
connections will induce covariant derivatives, respectively, 
A: J,T+ T* @ T and 0: J,E-tT”@E. 
These maps fit nicely into our central diagram, 
0-tE*@Er JIE*@E:‘T@E*@E-0 
Oat A to I1 
(3.5) 
O+T*@T--=+ JIT “+T p---f 0. 
Claim. For any covariant derivatives 0 in EM and /.I on TM , there exists a 
(tensorial) bundle morphism W: T + E* @ E which satisfies the following 
equality, 
@= ,o@,.A+e*o@,.rr+ Woa. (3.6) 
Proof. The property which distinguishes 6’ as a covariant derivative is 
precisely the equation 0 0 L = id,,,, . The dual statement is that 
0 0 e* 0 q(x) = c&(X). 
But this is exactly the top symbol of the operator @(irX). Hence, their difference 
@ - 8* o @r 0 v is a zero-order operator on EM , and can be interpreted as a map 
[Q-ti*o@,o?r]: JIT-tE*@E. 
As it stands, we have a first-order operator on Cm( TM). By simply subtracting 
the term x 0 az 0 L$ it is possible to eliminate the differentiation. Clearly, the 
following expression must define a map from Cm(T,,) to Cm(E* @ E), 
W(X) = cp(jlX) - e* 0 CD1 0 Tr(jlX) - x 0 CD, 0 .4(jlX). 
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To show that it is really a tensor2 map, we select any smooth function f: M-+ Iw. 
Recall that the differential operator jr behaves according to the rule 
this allows us to make the deductions that 
(9 @Mf~>l = x 0 @A@63 XI + f PP(jJI~ 
(ii) x 0 @a 0 (1 0 jr(fX) = x 0 @,(df 0 X> + f Lx 0 % 0 A WX 
(iii) 8* 0 Qi, 0 n- 0 jl(fX) = O* 0 aI =f[e* 0 G,(X)]. 
In combination, these three equations imply that W(fX) =f * W(X), which 
means that W is tensorial. 
Step 3. We exploit the curious relationship between the pair of covariant 
derivatives in the previous representation formula (3.6). The heuristic is this: 
A covariant derivative has a canonical top symbol idreOE , while its zero-order 
coefficient is realized by some connection on E. Suppose it were possible to 
(canonically) transfer connections from TM to EM . Then, by some clever choice 
of @r , @a , and W, one might be able to eliminate the (noncanonical) connections 
from the representation formula 
At the same time, the canonical top parts of these covariant derivatives should 
dictate the nature of the original @. In fact, the procedure works both forward 
and backward. 
PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) There is a morphism CD: JIT + J,E* @ E which is canonical over 
quadratic frames, and whose top symbol corresponds to the canonical injection 
Tc+T@E*@E. 
(ii) There is a morphism K: T* @ T + EC @ E canonical over linear 
frames, and which lifts to a morphism a: Conn(T,) -+ Conn(E,,) canonical over 
quadratic frames. 
Proof (i) 2 (ii). Given the canonical @: JIT + J,E* BE, we imitate the 
arguments of Step 1 to obtain 
@$,:T*@T+E*@E. 
This will be our candidate for the map K mentioned in part (ii). To lift it to 
the connection bundles, we shall adopt a diagrammatic procedure. 
Any connection FF P(Conn Tkl) will correspond to some unique covariant 
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derivative fl: JIT + T* @ T. In analogy to the discussion in Step 2, we prove 
that the next expression lies in P(JrE* @ E) and is tensorial in X E P( T,,,,), 
v, = @(j,X) - x 0 Qz 0 A(jlX). (3.7) 
By duality, we construct a morphism V: JIE -+ T* @ E. To be more precise, 
for any w E Cm(EM), the quantity V(W): T -+ E is a vector bundle morphism 
whose action is given by V(U) . X = Vx(jIw). 
A closer inspection will reveal that V: JIE + T* @ E is actually a covariant 
derivative on EM . The verification depends upon our explicit knowledge of 
the top symbol for @(j,X) plus the fact that x 0 @s 0 LQ,X) is a zero-order 
operator on EiLi . These two pieces of information imply that the top symbol 
of V is given by 
a(V) zz V 0 I = id,,,, . 
However, this means that the first jet sequence has been split; 
By converting to the right-hand splitting map, we arrive at the desired connec- 
tion C on E, ; specifically 
C(w) = (idJ1, - L o 0) oil(w), for all w E Cm(E). (3.8) 
The association r E P(Conn T,,,,) to C E P(Conn EM) is obviously canonical 
over quadratic frames since only such quantities were employed in its definition. 
To show that this association has been induced by @s only, we may employ 
the language of cochains. Suppose that I’ is represented by P E Cm( U, , T* @ 
Horn T), while C is represented by C” E CW(U, , T* @ Horn E). Surprisingly 
enough, these cochains satisfy the equation Cu = (-l)(id @ @a)(P). This 
may be proven by combining the canonical nature of @ with our representation 
formula in a minor variation of the techniques which are presented in the next 
section. 
Proof (ii) > (i). Conversely, we assume that the morphism K: T* @ T--f 
E* @ E lifts to the connection bundles by means of the intermediary map 
id@K:T*@T*@T-tT*@E”@E. 
That is, the induced map I?: Conn T,,,, + Conn EM can be calculated on the 
cochain level via 
Cm( U, , T* @ Horn T) -+ Cm( U, , T* @ Horn E). 
P - Ca z (id @ K)(ra). 
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To establish the existence of the canonical morphism @ we shall make a 
careful choice of the terms on the right-hand side of the representative formula 
As mentioned previously, the correct principal symbol will be obtained by 
setting @r(X) = X @ idE . In view of our knowledge about K, we shall try 
@a = h . K for some real number h, to be chosen later. At this point, it is useful 
to convert to the local cochains over a coordinate atlas {U,} for M. 
(a) Any vector field X E CZ( T&,) h as a first jet which corresponds to 
(jlXp = (X&, dP) in Cm(lJ2 , RF + T* @ UP). 
The first jet of any smooth section u E CZ(En,) corresponds to 
(jp)m = (ma, due) in CK(UoL, V + T* @ V). 
(b) The connection r on TM corresponds to cochain P E Cx(lJ, , T* @ 
Horn T). Immediately we construct P(Xa) E C”(Ua , Horn T). The associated 
covariant derivative /1 will act upon jIX to produce the following cochain 
(AjlXp = dP - P(Xa) E P(U, , T* @ T). 
. 
Hence, the term x 0 QZ 0 /l(jrX) is a zero-order operator on the bundle EILI 
given IocalIy by 
AK[dX@ - P(Xa)] E C=( rlr, , E* @ E). (3.9) 
(c) The connection C on En, is represented by Cm E Cr( U, , T* @ Horn E). 
In particular, we have C”(XB) E Ca( U, , Horn E). The associated covariant 
derivative 8, = 8*(X @ idE) = 6* 0 @r(X) acts upon the section w in the 
following manner, 
[Bx(w)]~ = (X=, dwcx) - Ca(Xm) . UP E C=(iP, V). (3.10) 
(d) The tensor W is represented by cocycle w E Cr( U, , T* @ Horn E) 
in such a way that W(X) is a cocycle Wa(X=) E P( U, , Horn E). 
Gathering together these local cochains, we employ the representation 
formula (3.6) to express the action of @(jrX) upon an arbitrary section W: 
[@(jJ) * ~1, = (Xe, dw=) + AK(dXd) . ua 
+ [We(Xa) - AK(PXa) - Ca(Xm)J . OP. (3.11) 
We focus our attention on the last term in square brackets. Obviously, its 
transition rule is affine, being similar to the one enjoyed by Conn EM (as a left 
representation of the quadratic frame bundle). 
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Arguing in analogy to Section 2, one demonstrates that no such quantity 
can be canonical. Therefore, were @ canonical, the afhne terms in the last 
expression must vanish identically; e.g., hK(PXa) + @Xa = 0. Stated on the 
level of connections, 
h(id @ K)(r) + C = 0. 
As the set of connections is not a linear space, but rather convex, the only 
allowable possibility is A = -1. On the other hand, we invoke the fundamental 
theorem of algebraic invariants to prove that the only canonical choice for 
W E Cm( T* @ Horn E) is the trivial one W = 0. In conclusion, the canonical @ 
must be given locally by the cocycle formula, 
[@( jlX) . w]~ = (Xa, &P) - K(dXa) * OP. (3.12) 
Step 4. To complete the proof, we concentrate upon finding a morphism 
@a which meets the requirements of the last proposition. This can be accom- 
plished by observing how the vector bundle E, has been constructed. In 
particular, we assume that EM is associated to the linear frame bundle .F by 
the left representation 
p: GZ(p) + GZ( V). 
This smooth map induces a morphism of tangent bundles p*: T(GZ(m)) ---f 
T(GZ V); and because p is a group homomorphism, we may restrict to the Lie 
algebras 
p*: Z(GZ (m)) -+ 8(GZ V). (3.13) 
Notice that p* is automatically known to be a morphism of Lie algebras and to 
intertwine the (little) adjoint action of GZ(m) on both factors. 
On the other hand, any finite-dimensional vector space V comes equipped 
with a natural isomorphism 
4”: Z(GZ V)+ V* @ V. (3.14) 
Its definition begins from the one-parameter subgroup generated by any tangent 
vector XE T,(GZ V) = g(GZ I’). This is the image of the unique homomor- 
phism which passes through the identity e E GZ V with velocity X, i.e., 
0: R 4 GZ(V). 
t -+ exp(tX). 
Given some w E V, the curve y(t) = exp(tX) . v passes through the vector w at 
time t = 0. Ostensively, the velocity vector of the latter curve lies in T,(V); 
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but there is a canonical identification T,(V) g V. Altogether, the vector 
X E 9(GZ V) defines a linear transformation 
#y(X): v * T,V -+ v, 
2, - 2 [exp(tX) . vltzO - $v(X) . v. 
(3.15) 
Then the canonical isomorphism Horn Vr V* @ V may be employed to 
arrive at the desired element &(X) in V* @ V. 
In one sense, this isomorphism &: 2’ GZ V-t V* @ V simply relabels the 
objects: The tangent vector XE Y(GZ V) generates a one-parameter subgroup 
exp(tX) in GZ V, and &,(X) is that linear transformation on Y which is the 
infinitesimal generator of the group exp(tX). Note that 2’(GZ V) is already a Lie 
algebra, and V* @ V may be turned into one by utilizing the natural commutator 
[A, B] = .4 B - B . A for linear maps A and B. With these conventions it is 
possible to show that I,$ is a morphism of Lie algebras. It is somewhat easier to 
show that &. intertwines the (little) adjoint action of GZ V on 2’ GZ V, and the 
(big) adjoint action on V* @ V. 
Now we are ready to define our candidate for the morphism @% . It is simply 
the map p* conjugated by the appropriate versions of the I/J maps, e.g., 
From previous observations, it is immediately apparent that K,, is a morphism 
of Lie algebras, and intertwines the (big) adjoint action of GZ(m) on both the 
source and target spaces. To explicitly describe the morphism K, , we begin 
with some ME (R?)* @ l!P and select the unique tangent vector XE 9(GZ m) 
such that 
M(w) = $ [exp(tX) . wItso for w E 52”. 
Since p is a group homomorphism we use a well-known proposition [I, 31 to 
calculate ii’,(M) by the formula 
Lifting this apparatus to the bundle level by means of our canonical machinery, 
the previous discussion is summarized as follows: 
Claim. There is a morphism K,,: T* @ T -+ E* @ E which is canonical 
over the linear frame bundle 9. 
But the most crucial property about @a = K,, is embodied in the next 
statement. 
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PROPOSITION. The map id @ K,: T* @ Horn T-t T* @ Horn E induces a 
canonical morphism over the quadratic frame bundle 
K,: Conn( TM) + Conn(E,). 
Proof. Relative to some coordinate atlas {U,} for M, the linear frame bundle 
is constructed from the Leibniz cocycle Jue E Cw(Ua n U, , GZ(m)). The left 
representation p induces a cocycle Z&a = p(La) E C”‘(U, n Ua , GE V) from 
which we construct the vector bundle E, . On the tangent bundles, there is a 
commutative diagram 
T(Wm)) 
T(GlV). 
We intend to transform this diagram by the following pair of isomorphisms. 
(a) For any 0 E GZ V, the left translation L,-1: GZ V-+ GZ V induces an 
isomorphism of tangent spaces (L,-1),: T,(GZ V) --P T,(GZ V). By considering 
all these isomorphisms simultaneously, we arrive at a smooth diffeomorphism 
0,: TGZV + GlV x z(GZV), 
yo - (01 cL7-~)*(Y)). 
(b) Next we utilize our abstract map & to obtain 
id x GV: GZV x S?(GZV) -% GZV x (V* @ V). 
From our viewpoint, it is interesting to understand the effect of (id @ I+&) 0 OV 
upon the tangent vector (H,S)*(XJ when X, E T,( 77, n Ue). Recalling notion 
(2.4) which was used to describe the jet bundle J,E, the result is that 
(3.18) 
Now transform the diagram (3.17) by the isomorphism (id @ $J~) r, 0, . The 
map px is converted into p x K, ; so we obtain the new diagram: 
GZ(m) x Hom(IP’) 
(3.19) 
GZ( V) 2 Hom( V). 
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In view of our previous calculations, this diagram is seen to yield the pair of 
equations 
KS = dJu6) and I?$dH,e = &(f$ ’ dJee). (3.20) 
These will be pivotal in showing that Z?, = id @ K, induces a map from 
Conn( TM) to Conn(EJ. 
The left representation of GZ(n(m) which generates Conn(T,) is given in 
cochain language by 
CB = ja” . Cfi . JBa - jBu . dJao, for Cal E Ca( U, , [w” @ Horn IV). (3.21) 
Apply the morphism id @ K, to the items of this formula, and recall that K,, 
intertwines the big adjoint actions of Gl(m). 
The recently derived Eqs. (3.20) mean that in P(U* , llP* @ Horn I’), 
&CS) = E?,B . &Co) HBa - ir,a . dH,e. (3.22) 
But this is precisely the left representation of GP(m) which generates Conn(E,). 
Therefore, id @ K, intertwines the relevant pair of representations of GP(m), 
and induces a canonical morphism K,: Conn T,,, + Conn E, as required by 
our proposition. Finally, this shows that @s meets the specification of Step 3, 
which means that the entire proof is complete. 
A left representation p: GZ(m) + GZ V carries the Leibniz class in Hl(M, GZ m) 
into some class 8 in Hl(M, GZ 1’). This is actually a principal GZ V bundle to 
which we can associate the (tensor) bundle E, . One popular interpretation [7] 
of a connection on E,+, is as an invariant section in Cm(Tc @ 9 GZ V) which is 
an isomorphism when restricted to tangent vectors along the fibers of the 
bundle f. In this more classical terminology, the central proposition of Step 3 
can be expressed as follows: 
COROLLARY. Let E be a tensor bundle over manifold M. Then the existence of 
a Lie derivative 2’: Ca(EM) ---f Cm(EIM) is equivalent to a natural method of 
generating connections 
C&(T$ @ P(GZm)) + C,&(T~ @ 2GZV). (3.23) 
To emphasize the result of our theorem from the vantage of explicit calcula- 
tion, we state the following recipe. 
COROLLARY. Let the tensor bundle EM be associated to the linear frame bundEe 
by Zeft representation p: GZ(m) - GZ( V). 
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(a) There is a canonical morphism over quadratic frame bundle, 
K,: Horn Rm 5 S?Gl(m) P*_ .ZGZV -% Horn V, 
1 Cexp tW=, - $ b(exp Wlt=o . 
(3.24) 
(b) Given a vector $eld X E Cm(TM), the action of the Lie derivative 9f’ 
upon an arbitrary section w in Cffi(EM) may be calculated in terms of cocycles via 
9x: C”(Uol, V) * Cm(Ua, V), 
cue - (Xa, dwa) - K,(dX=) . w”. 
(3.25) 
EXAMPLE. The tangent bundle TM is created by the identity 17 representation 
on W; hence, we have K,(M) = M. The Lie derivative is given by 
9x($)= = (Xa, dY%) - (dXoi, Y”) = [X, Y]“. (3.26) 
EXAMPLE. The cotangent bundle T& is generated by the dual representation 
6: GZ(m) + G/(m), where 6(A) = (At)-l. Thus K,(M) = -Mt which implies that 
-1;4x(w>oi = (Xm, doN) + (dXa, w”). (3.27) 
EXAMPLE. The density bundle J2, is associated to 9 via the representation 
p: GZ(m)-+ GZ R z R* which is given by p(A) = (det A)-‘“. There is the well- 
known formula det[eM] = etrM which implies that K,,(M) = -h . tr M. Hence 
the Lie derivative has the local appearance 
Sx(w) = (X”, dw”) + k . tr(dXa) . wa. (3.28) 
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